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Healthcare work
assumptions
» Much of what is valued by
patients and staff is ‘human’
•
•
•
•

Relational
Emotionally charged
Satisfying / dissatisfying
Requires and reveals
humanity
• Requires organisational
enabling – not just individual
• Requires support and
systemic investment

» much of this is ‘Invisible’ and not
valued / ‘counted’, so hard to get
recognition of this work and it’s
impact on healthcare staff

#universityofsurrey
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Human work takes its toll ….
» ER doctor grieving the loss of his
19-year-old patient.
» A paramedic posts this photo (with
permission) online. Minutes after
the photograph, the doctor returns
to work …
» The photo went viral and thousands
of others shared their own
experiences of grief and raw
emotion…
» The photo reveals the emotional
reality of doctoring / healthcare work
- a side that people don’t usually
see -while uniting us all in our
common humanity.
» The photographer captures a
poignant moment in a stoic
profession that trains doctors to
remain professionally distant.

#uniofsurrey
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The Impact of
Covid-19 on Nurses’
psychological wellbeing during the
pandemic: how best
to support nurses

#uniofsurrey
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“we’re on our knees here, and it’s really difficult

and we’re all trying the best we can and … we
feel like we could be doing more, and I know we
can’t … we’re staying away from our families
and we’re putting ourselves in danger to try and
save other people’s loved ones, it feels like a
losing battle but it’s not, we’ve all got hope and
we’re all trying to do what we can”

Shirley Watts, UK ICU Nurse, BBC news 04.04.20

#uniofsurrey
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Enabling Environments of care

Maben, J., Latter, S. & Macleod, C. (2007) The challenges of maintaining ideals and standards in professional practice: evidence from a longitudinal
qualitative study. Nursing Inquiry14(2):99-113.
Maben J. (2008) A critical analysis of employee engagement, turnover and retention in the nursing workforce: A case study of an inner London acute
trust” Funded by a Post –doctoral fellowship by the Health Foundation.

Why does this matter?
Key to Retention:
• Meaningful work / supporting patients
• ‘Making a difference’
• Opportunities for development
• Improving practice
• Maintaining healthy relationships with
managers / rest of team
• Working for a larger good
• Feeling valued and supported

Link between staff wellbeing at work and patient
experiences of care

Happy staff mean
happy patients?

#universityofsurrey

➢ Link between staff experiences
of work and their psychological
wellbeing and patient
experiences of care makes
intuitive sense…….
➢ But in 2008 not well identified in
healthcare
➢ Much work undertaken outside
of health care and many large
companies believe that HAPPY
Staff …..
➢ John Lewis motto is ‘partners
first’ –treat staff well good
customer care will follow……
➢ Healthcare a safety critical
industry and staff wellbeing an
important element of this…..
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Staff wellbeing an important antecedent of
good patient care
» There is a relationship between staff wellbeing and (a) staff-reported
patient care performance and (b) patient-reported patient experience.
» “it is the experience of healthcare staff that shapes patient experiences
of care for good or ill, not the other way round”.
» Seven staff variables (“wellbeing bundles”) correlate positively with
patient-reported patient experience:
• local/work-group climate
• co-worker support
• job satisfaction
• organisational climate
• perceived organisational support
• low emotional exhaustion, and
• supervisor support
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Enabling Environments of care

Excellent team
leadership & managers
who listen and act

Excellent team
leadership &
managers who

Supportive coworkers
‘Family at work’

Low demand-high
control work

Space and opportunity
to ‘process’ work
challenges with
colleagues

What helps? What else in enabling in positive
practice environments? Creating spaces and
places…..
» Restorative Supervision
» Samaritan’s approach to
supporting volunteers
» Group supervision
» Balint groups
» After action reviews
» Debriefing huddles
» Mindfulness and online
support
» Schwartz Rounds

#universityofsurrey
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“I have learned that medicine is not merely about
performing tests or surgeries, or administering
drugs… For as skilled and knowledgeable as my
caregivers are, what matters most is that they have
empathized with me in a way that gives me hope
and makes me feel like a human being, not just an
illness.”

Ken Schwartz, Boston Globe 1995
“(Rounds) provide an opportunity for dialogue that doesn’t
happen anywhere else in the hospital”
(Rounds participant quote in Lown and Manning 2010)

#universityofsurrey
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What is a Schwartz Round?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

regular (usually monthly) meeting for multidisciplinary healthcare staff
provides a space to reflect upon, explore and tell stories about the difficult,
challenging & rewarding experiences when delivering patient care
focus on the non-clinical aspects of care (e.g. psychosocial, emotional, ethical
issues)
a panel of staff share short 5 min pre-prepared stories organised around a patient
case or theme (e.g. “a patient I’ll never forget” or “what keeps me awake at night”)
these stories describe impact that caring for the patient has had on themencouraged to talk about their feelings about it- not problem solving
opened to the audience for group reflection and discussion, usually facilitated by a
senior doctor and psychosocial practitioner
two facilitators maintain a safe and confidential environment where attendees
encouraged to be open, honest, reflect, discuss & explore experiences
Not compulsory- Staff can come to as many or as few rounds as they want/feel are
useful

STUDY INTRODUCTION

NATIONAL UK EVALUATION 2014-17
Literature review:
Scoping of 12 other
staff interventions &
systematic of
Rounds evidence

Phase 1: Mapping
Secondary data collected on 77
organisations running Rounds July 2015
Surveys completed by 41 organisations

Interviews completed in 45 sites
(involving 48 clinical leads/facilitators)

9 in-depth case study sites
177 interviews, 42 Rounds,
29 panel preparation
meetings and 28 steering
group meetings observed

Staff survey:
500 participants in
10 case study sites
Data from two time points,
eight months apart

KEY FINDINGS
• interviewees described Rounds as interesting, engaging /source of
support
• valued the opportunity to reflect /mentally process work
challenges & learn more about colleagues & their management of
challenging patient cases

• panellists experienced catharsis & release of burden
• a few questioned purpose of unearthing feelings of sadness,
anger/ frustration
• Rounds attendance difficult for some and sustainability a
challenge

KEY FINDINGS
Realist evaluation found Rounds offer:
• safe reflective space for staff to share experiences (self-disclosure)
and reveal and role model their vulnerability
• a space to come together to interact as a group with staff with
different roles creating a level playing field
• a unique counter-cultural space
• time in which trust is built and emotional safety and containment
is offered
• an opportunity to hear and tell stories about the social, emotional
& ethical aspects of work that resonate prompting reflection &
further sharing

KEY FINDINGS
Realist evaluation found Rounds offer (continued):
• an opportunity to uncover and shine a spotlight on hidden
organisational stories & roles making people more visible &
valued

• multiple perspectives which provide increased insight and
understanding of staff and patients’ experiences resulting in more
compassion & empathy

KEY FINDINGS EVALUATION OF SCHWARTZ ROUNDS UK:
PSYCHOLOGICAL WELLBEING

All staff-baseline

32%

KEY FINDINGS EVALUATION OF SCHWARTZ ROUNDS UK:
PSYCHOLOGICAL WELLBEING
AND ROUNDS ATTENDANCE

Did not attend

37%
Start of study

34%
8 months later

KEY FINDINGS EVALUATION OF SCHWARTZ ROUNDS UK:
PSYCHOLOGICAL WELLBEING
AND ROUNDS ATTENDANCE
Attended

25%
Start of study

12%
8 months later

FILM

https://youtu.be/C34ygCIdjCo

ORGANISATIONAL GUIDE
Free to access…
Forewords by:
Sir Robert Francis QC
Dr Beth Lown
Dr Jocelyn Cornwell

https://www.surrey.ac.uk/content/schwartz-organisational-guide-questionnaire

FINALLY…….

»“..... Really relating to
patients takes courage,
humility and compassion,
it requires constant
renewal by practitioners
and recognition, reenforcement and support
from colleagues and
managers. It cannot be
taken for granted.”

» Maben, Cornwell and Sweeney. 2009.
Journal of Research in Nursing 15(1) 9-13

Thank you
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